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 This article juxtaposes two moments in the history of anti-whaling activism: June 1975, 
when Greenpeace activists confronted Russian ships, and November 2008, the premiere of 
the docu-drama Whale Wars which documents the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society?s 
efforts to halt Japanese whaling operations. The goal in this juxtaposition is to highlight 
the disparity in the language the activists use when confronting their opponents in these 
two instances. In contrast to Greenpeace?s message of planetary brotherhood, Whale Wars 
activists declare hatred. Direct action tactics are used in both cases. However, the idealized 
persona of the activist, and their political vision for the future are very different. This change 
in the discourse of anti-whaling activism is discussed in reference to the growing body 
of literature on green wars. The show is interpreted as an intersection of the use of war 
metaphors for political goals, the glorification of war in public discourse and the banalization 
of war in reality tv and social media. Green violence appears socially and politically acceptable 
to an increasing number of actors. Accompanying the increase in green violence, we can 
observe the emergence of a new cluster of discursive practices where war is made explicit. 
Based on a digital ethnography of Whale Wars?s reception online, I discuss the potential 
consequences of green war rhetoric when the issue of biodiversity loss is trivialized as 
entertainment, when wrapped in the dramatic language of war. 
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The whaling controversy is a decades-long dispute that involves multiple pro-whaling and anti-
whaling publics, nongovernmental, and international organizations. A marine wildlife protection 
group Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (Sea Shepherd) is one of the players in this multi-
faceted conflict and is known for its confrontational tactics against the Japanese whaling fleet. Since 
2005, this US registered NGO sails its vessels to the Southern Ocean to confront and obstruct the 
Japanese whaling activities. (Sea Shepherd Global took over in 2015, since Sea Shepherd had to 
comply with an injunction issued by a U.S. court that bans Paul Watson or any person acting with 
them from coming within 457 metres of Japanese whaling vessels.) 
The reality show Whale Wars chronicles Sea Shepherd?s campaigns against Japanese whaling 
fleet from 2008 to 2015. War metaphors and enemy narratives are heavily used in the depiction of 
this conflict. In the opening scene of a Whale Wars episode a dramatic male voice summarizes the 
conflict:
There is a battle being waged in the Southern Ocean. Antarctica?s pristine waters 
run red with blood. The Sea Shepherds are the soldiers who wage this war, led into 
battle by Captain Paul Watson. Their enemies are Japanese fishermen whose chosen 
catch is whales. The Sea Shepherds say the whalers are violating an international ban 
on commercial whaling, the whalers say they are legally killing whales for scientific 
research. Both claim to have the law on their side. These are their battles. This is 
their war! 
But what is meant by war in this context? The immediate connotation of the word is violence 
between states that results in massive loss of life, long-lasting damage to the environment, 
displacement of populations and psychological trauma which will haunt the survivors and their 
descendants long after the actual conflict. Yet, there is also the romanticized conception of war. It 
is invoked nostalgically as a defining moment in a nation?s history or glorified by those who wish 
to recruit soldiers. War is then associated with more ?positive? concepts such as glory, heroism, 
martyrdom and a cherished value at stake that is worth every sacrifice. War conveys urgency, calls 
for unity and reminds that there is no time for criticism. Declaring war on what is perceived as a 
grave threat to society, actors promise effective action and sustained commitment until the enemy is 
eradicated. Such invocations of war are most of the time for rhetorical purposes and are interpreted 
as such.
Yet some scholars of international law are wary of this careless usage of the term and emphasize 
that war and peace are terms with legal consequences. International law scholar O?Connell (2005, 
p.537) argues that war on terror goes beyond mere rhetoric, because the U.S. administration acted 
as though September 11 attacks granted them ?the wartime privileges of killing without warning, 
detention without trial, and trials under wartime rather than peacetime rules? (ibid). She observes 
that parties grew more tolerant of ?the old days of formalism when a government?s declaration of 
war was all it took for international law to recognize a dejure war? (ibid, p.539) This is worrisome, 
3because in war ?human beings and the natural world lose important protections? (ibid). O?Connell 
argues that it is time to restate and strengthen a narrow definition of war. 
But do these scholarly calls for a judicious use of the term resonate with other actors? The 
vocabulary of war is increasingly permeating public discussions on global problems be it the war 
on terror, war on drugs, or war on poaching. Since the 1980s, shoot-on-sight policies and wartime 
ethics have been gaining traction in anti-poaching efforts in Africa: war has now become ?a common 
model and metaphor for conceptualizing and planning biodiversity protection? (Neumann 2004, 
p.813). This meshing of militarism and conservation goals leads to ?green militarization? defined by 
Lunstrum (2014, p.816) as ?the use of military and paramilitary personnel, training, technologies, 
and partnerships in the pursuit of conservation efforts?. Lunstrum finds this to be an intensifying 
trend not only at her field site in South Africa but around the world, with examples coming from 
Guatemala, Colombia, Nepal, Indonesia, Botswana and Cameroon (ibid, p.817). Duffy (2014, p.819) 
observes that ?conservationists increasingly talk in terms of a ?war? to save species?. One reason 
behind this increasingly prevalent talk of war is how narratives like poachers-as-terrorists that 
inform conservation thinking 
intersect with pre-existing concerns about global security, specifically anxieties about 
the expansion of ?terrorist networks? post 9/11. Further, this discursive production of 
poachers-as-terrorists has material effects, especially in areas that are of geo-strategic 
interest for the US-led War on Terror. (Duffy 2016, p.239). 
Due to these material effects of the conceptual shift in conservation thinking, war by conservation 
results in practices with real consequences. Green militarization turns bitter the relationship 
between conservation projects and communities (Lunstrum 2014). Heavy-handed anti-poaching 
tactics are expected to be counterproductive in the longer term, because they impede a deeper 
understanding of the origins of illegal hunting, ?the motivations of ?poachers?, and the ways in which 
poaching intersects with wider regional and global dynamics? (Duffy 2014, p.827). 
Far from this grim reality on the ground, various media outlets are invoking the heroic 
connotations of the word war. The rhino-poaching crisis in South Africa is couched in a vocabulary 
that glorifies the heroic ranger in his war against the enemy poacher, saving more-than-animal 
rhinos that are constructed as part of South Africa?s national heritage (Lunstrum 2017). Social media 
serves as a platform where ?extremist discourses geared towards protecting rhinos at all cost? 
achieve circulation and ?feelings of rage, retribution, and a stream of calls to action by the public? 
(Büscher & Ramutsindela 2015) make it less likely that further steps taken in green militarization 
will come under public scrutiny.
As Neumann (2014) reminds us entertainment media and journalists have been using the 
vocabulary of war in relation to wildlife protection since the 1980s: ?The Rhino War? was the 
title of a National Geographic television special in 1988. The ?ivory poaching war? and the ?war 
against poachers? were phrases that appeared in newspaper articles in 1989 (ibid, p.814). In the 
late 2000s, we observe the emergence of a new genre of reality TV that uses the metaphor of war 
4in conservation more extensively: the ?docu-dramas? that portray activists in action. Whale Wars 
premiered in 2008, followed by Blood Dolphins in 2010 and Battleground: Rhino Wars in 2013. With 
this development, just like ?war on poaching? securing its place in global political rhetoric next to 
?war on terror? and ?war on drugs?, whale/rhino/dolphin warriors joined the landscape of 
American cable television. This landscape is filled with wars from Storage Wars to Cupcake Wars 
(Jones 2014). Whale Wars sits at the intersection of three developments: (1) the increasing use of 
the rhetoric of war when framing solutions to global problems such as terror, drug trafficking and 
poaching; (2) the relevant rise in violent rhetoric in defence of wildlife and the militarization of 
conservation efforts; (3) the increasing prominence of reality TV as a genre that regularly employs a 
vocabulary of war to render its content consequential, interesting and hence profitable. This article 
attempts to make sense of Whale Wars and argues that the global reception of a TV show - despite 
being an unconventional target of attention for international relations theory- has much to reveal 
about emergent social idioms and socially prevalent ways of thinking with consequences on if and 
how global conflicts such as the whaling controversy will be resolved. 
2?Green wars
There is a growing literature that uses the analytic of green wars to address the most recent 
developments in conservation (Büscher & Fletcher 2018, Lunstrum & Ybarra 2018). The use of the 
term is not entirely new. In environmental security studies, the term green war has been used to 
refer to any violent conflict that stems from resource scarcity (ex. Benjamin 2000 cited in Büscher & 
Fletcher 2018). Within the last two decades, many news articles about conflicts over environmental 
issues and conservation projects have used the term as a catchy title. The term has recently been re-
appropriated however as part of a more systematic academic attempt to understand the increasingly 
militarized defense of biodiversity around the world (ex. Keucheyan 2016, Ybarra 2017). 
Büscher and Fletcher (2018, p.106) build on this development and propose an ?overarching 
conceptual framing? that ?brings together a number of important recent discussions around green 
grabbing, green militarization/violence, green economy, neoliberal conservation and biopower?. 
They observe that ?the current scope, scale and rhetorical justification of violent defense of 
biodiversity? seem quite unprecedented and invite an analysis that contextualizes these new 
dynamics within the current social milieu (ibid). They draw from Nealson?s discussion on the global 
logic of intensity: ?in a world that contains no ?new? territory -no new experiences, no new markets- 
any system that seeks to expand by definition intensify its existing resources? (Nealon 2008 cited 
in Büscher & Fletcher 2018, p.107). There has been an intensification of pressure on biodiversity 
which requires that the conservation of biodiversity be optimized in response. Green wars are 
understood as ?the material, symbolic, and political expression of a global political economy that 
should be seen as a systematic yet highly uneven ?pressure cooker? (ibid, p.108). 
53?Data and Methods 
Since 2005, Sea Shepherd has followed the Japanese whaling fleet into the Southern Ocean. 
During their 2007-2008 campaign, a Discovery Channel filming crew was onboard Steve Irwin to 
document the conflict. The footage was edited into a seven-part hour-long weekly series called 
Whale Wars. The show premiered in November 2008 on Discovery Channel Network?s channel 
Animal Planet.
This show allowed Sea Shepherd to reach a wide audience. In 2009, Animal Planet had 96 
million subscribers in the United States and 141 million subscribers internationally (Discovery 
Communications 2012). In addition to this, online viewers across the globe have access to the 
channel?s website which feature clips from the show. Users of social media platforms like YouTube 
repost the content on their own channels, expanding the reception of the show into a digital space 
where consumers can anonymously exchange comments. 
Once the content is out in the digital space with its packaging by this show as ?muscular 
conservation? (Kouperstein & Kollappallil 2011), the vocabulary of ?war on poaching? achieves 
social circulation the extent of which is difficult to measure. However, the rising popularity of the 
show itself can give an idea as to how this digital space grew over the years. In its third season, 
the show reached 1.4 million viewers per episode on average, achieving a 29% increase from its 
second season. In its fifth season, this ?adrenaline-fueled? show is described by the Discovery 
Channel as ?one of Animal Planet?s most-talked about, best-performing and award-winning series 
to date? (Discovery Communications 2012). The show created a viewer-base interested in the 
drama, creating Twitter followings for Sea Shepherd activists individually, and a large production 
of reaction videos to the show and to Sea Shepherd as an organization, both positive and negative. 
Japanese authorities requested in 2012 that Watson be listed on the Interpol Red List on the charges 
of breaking into the vessel, damage to property, forcible obstruction of business, and injury and 
was demanding his extradition. Social media users all around the world expressed strong emotions 
about the event, publishing supportive messages on YouTube such as ?We are Paul Watson?.
Data presented in this section comes from the digital ethnography I carried out from October 
2011 to March 2017. I studied the content on online platforms where my presence as an 
ethnographer is unknown, unobtrusive, and sporadic (See Murthy 2008 for an in-depth discussion 
on digital ethnography). I watched the available episodes and subscribed to YouTube channels that 
regularly post Whale Wars related content. I set up email notification alerts for new videos and news 
articles with the keywords ?whale wars?, ?sea shepherd? and ?paul watson?. I used a web clipper 
and bookmarking service to create an online notebook containing my commentary. I saved the 
comments exchanged under these videos and blog entries. This proved to be critical as I realized 
that some of the comments I copy-pasted to my notebook were later deleted by the users, or the 
comment sections were later disabled by the original poster. I could have chosen a specific site, 
or a platform to map, count and catalogue the posts and comments according to the demographic 
characteristics of the users but I opted for simply ?hanging out? in this vast and ever-expanding 
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interested in the messages that are in circulation rather than by whom and why they are produced. 
I followed the threads and connections to wherever they would lead me. I was an invisible onlooker 
on these digital avenues and was aware of the ethical concerns that come with ?lurking? online 
without the knowledge of other users that they are being analysed (Murthy 2008, Lunstrum 2016). 
I acknowledge the shortcomings of this subjective recording, however I also believe that had I not 
adopted this free-roaming informal approach, I could have missed interesting exchanges between 
the fans of the show.
4?From Green Peace to Green War: The Changing Discourse of Anti-Whaling Activism
?If Oceans die, we die? is a recurrent slogan in the show Whale Wars. The use of the slogan, 
however, can be traced back to late 1970s. To highlight the nature of Whale Wars rhetoric, this 
section discusses two protests where this slogan was used. 
On 27 June 1975, Greenpeace activists, on board Phyllis Cormack, encountered the Soviet whaling 
fleet 40 miles off the coast of California, U.S. They launched three small inflatable speedboats to 
position themselves between a cannon loaded with an exploding grenade harpoon and the fleeing 
sperm whale pod. Robert Hunter and George Korotva maneuvered their speedboat in response to 
every move of the gunner so that the harpoon could not be fired at the whale pod without the risk 
of taking human lives. ?Like pacifists who lie down in the path of oncoming tanks? activists formed 
a human barrier, ?gambling that a concern for the loss of human lives will save the whales? (Day 
1987, pp.11-12). The gunner fired the harpoon regardless. The spear plunged into a female sperm 
whale?s body and the cable snapped in the water five feet away from their boat. Cameraman Fred 
Easton captured this moment which was then broadcast in several TV channels in the United States, 
and ?on virtually every other major television network in the western world? (ibid). Thanks to this 
confrontation, Greenpeace acquired extensive media coverage. Hunter (1979, p.231) described it 
with the following words: ?[w]ith the single act of filming ourselves in front of the harpoon, we had 
entered the mass consciousness of modern America?. Broadcast on the last days of the International 
Whaling Commission?s 1975 conference in London, the timing of the event was intentional. 
During an encounter between Greenpeace activists and the Soviet whaling fleet, when the human 
barrier tactics finally work, Hunter picks up the megaphone and delivers a speech to the Russian 
whalers. He thanks them for not shooting the harpoon this time while they were in front of it. He 
says he now expects them to show the same respect for the lives of our ?comrade dolphins? and 
?comrade whales?; because ?without them, the oceans begin to die. If the oceans begin to die, we 
all begin to die? (Chechik, Easton, & Precious, 1977). He continues: 
?We?ve seen ourselves, there are not too many whales left. These whales belong to all 
the people of the earth?We feel no anger towards you. We view you as our brothers 
and sisters on planet earth. But we are trying to speak for the earth. We respect your 
nation, your revolution and your history, and now we?re asking you from your position 
7of power and strength. Please stop killing the whales? (Chechik, Easton, & Precious, 
1977). 
Paul Watson, also present in that June 1975 confrontation with the Soviet whaling fleet, preferred 
more aggression than Gandhian nonviolence and he was willing to damage property. After he 
parted ways with Greenpeace and founded Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, he was putting into 
practice, 
??what my academic background had taught me in theory. I had been a 
communications major at Simon Fraser University at the time Professor Marshall 
McLuhan was winning rave reviews as a media theorist. Survival in a media culture 
meant developing skills to understand and manipulate media to achieve strategic 
objectives. The issue of whaling is purely academic unless high drama is introduced 
to make it newsworthy?The hint of romance and piracy or the possibility of violence 
guaranteed media coverage? (Watson, 1994, p.24).
Executive producer of Whale Wars explains in an interview: ?My first thought was cool! This is a 
killer story to tell. I don?t think I have ever come across a story that has an essential conflict built 
into it.? (Making of Whale Wars). Regarding the inception of this show, we are told that it was 
Watson who contacted Discovery Channel and asked if his campaigns could be made into a reality 
show (The Telegraph, 2009). In 2008, Discovery Channel assigned this project to Animal Planet 
Network. Thus since 2008, an Animal Planet filming crew accompanies Sea Shepherd in its anti-
whaling operations, which were previously carried out under much less media coverage. The crew 
films anti-whaling activists during the whaling season in the Southern Ocean. The final footage 
airs approximately six months later, during the summer television season in the United States. The 
show includes images of Sea Shepherd activists harassing the whaling ships with tactics ranging 
from throwing stink bombs to deploying prop foulers. In the first episode of the show, one sea 
shepherd points his finger at the Japanese whaling fleet and declares: ?I hate that ship. That ship 
stands for everything I hate?. Collisions between anti-whaling and whaling vessels ensure not only 
immediate media coverage but also high ratings when it is broadcast. Also, in an attempt to create 
an international crisis, activists forcefully board the Japanese ships. These events become the 
season?s highlights. 
Due to the show?s popularity, Sea Shepherd received generous donations. Its naval capacity 
grew from a single ship in 2008 to an anti-whaling fleet dubbed ?Neptune?s Navy?. The Japanese 
fleet, too, makes adjustments in each whaling season in order to continue its operations despite the 
increasingly effective harassment from anti-whaling activists. Watson calls this mutual enforcement 
?a Cold War style arms race?. The more action scenes there are, the higher the ratings are for the 
show (Making of Whale Wars). Therefore, throughout the years, informative clips about whales are 
replaced with clips introducing Sea Shepherd?s ?new toys?, new technologies and high speed boats 
which will ?stop whaling for good this season?. T-shirts and other products with pirate symbols, and 
the glorification of pirate culture contribute to this tongue-in-cheek authorization of ?aggressive 
8non-violence? tactics. Animal Planet promotes the show with the tagline ?It?s not about whales. It?s 
about 42 crazy die-hards with a mission? to emphasize that it is not a boring whale documentary 
but a show full of thrill and drama. The whale is in the background. The front stage is occupied by a 
courageous risk taker. Green war is a media frame that sells well.
The Whale Wars script attains a circulation independent of its role in Sea Shepherd?s financial 
strategy. Once the terms are defined in this manner, the emotions escalate, and the acrimonious 
rhetoric of Whale Wars spreads to other mediums. The host of the podcast Afterbuzz Whale Wars 
says: ?Are these whale skirmishes? This is whale wars, right? Why are they using ridiculous tactics 
like stink bombs? If I was there, I would send that ship to the bottom of the ocean. I can?t believe I 
said this on air, but yeah?? (Afterbuzz TV ). In comments written under YouTube videos, internet 
users express their hatred anonymously and hence more openly. The success of Whale Wars as 
prime time television tells us that this logic of confrontation is not an isolated phenomenon but 
exists as a sociological entity that is positively sanctioned formally and informally. 
In one episode of Afterbuzz Whale Wars, a listener calls in to relate the latest news about activists 
who boarded the Japanese ship, and the host interrupts: ?don?t tell us what happened?. This is 
because Whale Wars episodes are broadcast six months after the actual campaign, so any news 
shared immediately is a spoiler. Treating news as spoilers of Whale Wars is common on online 
forums crowded by the fans of this show. The entertainment experience is more important than 
what is actually going on. In this instance, the show is truly no longer about the whales, nor the 
activists. Green war, as spectacle, attains an existence in its own right. 
5?Discussion
Biodiversity loss has a grave impact on humans (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 
Biodiversity and Ecosystems Services (IPBES) 2018). In an interview, Sir Robert Watson, chair of 
IPBES, advices that 
?the public, once they realize that biodiversity loss is not simply an environmental 
issue, is a social, economic, and development issue, they should be putting pressure 
on governments and on the private sector. We want a sustainable future, so 
governments should put in place appropriate policies? (Losing Life on Earth, 2018).
Humans depend on the planet?s diversity of species be it directly as food, medicine and products, 
or as indirect natural services. Every global citizen has a stake in every economic activity that 
threatens biodiversity no matter how physically and politically distant the undertakers are. How 
could individuals express their stake on such activities and exercise democratic power over 
processes that essentially determine their quality of life? Pressuring their governments who would 
then work for environmental legislation is the mainstream answer that also underlies Robert 
Watson?s advice above. This would work in a scenario where citizens? demands on governments 
are indeed shaped by such environmental insight, where governments are responsive to citizens? 
demands worldwide, and have the power to dictate what other actors do. The global political reality 
9is far from this. Even when some governments collaborate and make international legislation, there 
are actors who covertly act in violation or overtly circumvent the rules by using legal loopholes.
Watson was not convinced that peaceful persuasion and long-term international diplomacy 
would be adequate. From 1970s onwards, his concern was pirate whaling which existed despite the 
International Whaling Commission?s (IWC) ban on commercial whaling. Watson did not believe 
that it was possible to reason with men like Behr, the captain of the pirate whaling ship Sierra, 
who made the following statement about his involvement: ?I do not see any reason not to hunt 
whales, endangered or not. After all people came first, I was providing jobs. What difference did it 
make? After all, everyone knew whales are finished anyway? (Day 1987, p.25). Sierra continued its 
operations until Watson and his fellows rammed and sank the ship with his ship Sea Shepherd. 
Japan started its JARPA whaling program in 1987 right after the IWC ban. JARPA II was an 
extension of this initial 15 year-long program. This program has long been controversial as anti-
whaling actors saw it as a violation of the moratorium and the taking of 850 whales each year has 
an adverse effect on the stock as some species hunted are under the threat of extinction (Roeschke 
2009). Japan maintained that its whaling for research purposes is in accordance with the rules 
stated in the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW), the constitutive 
text of IWC, referring to the Article VIII that grants nations a special permit ?to kill, take and treat 
whales for purposes of scientific research? and the government in question can kill as many as it 
?thinks fit?, and the following ?killing, taking, and treating of whales?shall be exempt from the 
operation of this Convention? (ICRW, 1946). This article also allows the government to process the 
whales hunted. Accordingly, Japan hunted 850?10% whales in the Antarctic annually between 2005 
and 2011 and introduced the whale meat to the market. Anti-whaling parties such as Greenpeace 
and Sea Shepherd Conservation Society considered this a dishonest manipulation of international 
environmental law (Roeschke 2009).
On March 31st, 2014 the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled in favour of Australia in the case 
of Whaling in the Antarctic. The court analysed Australia?s contestation of Japan?s claim that its annual 
expeditions in the Southern Ocean are for the purposes of ?scientific research whaling? and decided 
that Japan should refrain from this practice because JARPA II is not adequately scientific. This 
decision was welcomed by the anti-whaling actors. It was interpreted as a closure of this loophole, 
since ICJ ?concluded that determination of whether whaling under Article VIII was for the purposes of 
scientific research is not open to self-judgment and cannot simply depend on a state?s perception? and 
should abide by universal standards for scientific practice (de le Mare et al. 2014, p.1126).
However, Japan later developed the New Scientific Whale Research Program in the Antarctic 
Ocean (NEWREP-A) stating that ?it has been concluded that age data at the annual scale can be 
obtained only through lethal sampling methods, and thus lethal methods need to be employed 
under this program.? Japan set the quota of 333 minke whales and carried out two expeditions in the 
winter of 2015 -2016 and 2016-2017. 
In December 2018, Japan announced its intent to leave the IWC to resume commercial whaling 
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in its coastal waters (Fobar, 2018). For Japan to leave IWC by the end of June 2019, it would need to 
send formal notification of withdrawal to the U.S. State Department, by January 1. This would be a 
new turn in this debate, and it is as of yet too early to interpret its implications. Some actors express 
fear that this will have a domino effect on other pro-whaling countries and Japan will no longer 
be part of the international dialogue (ibid). Watson, however, interprets this development as Sea 
Shepherd?s victory. Japan will not be resuming commercial whaling, according to Watson, because 
Japan has never stopped commercial whaling. Leaving IWC will mean that Japan will no longer be 
whaling in the Southern Ocean, as it is an internationally established whale sanctuary. 
The only reason Japan has been able to flaunt the law is by invoking the excuse of 
scientific research whaling. The last time Sea Shepherd engaged with the Japanese 
whaling fleet in the Southern Ocean was for the 2016/2017 whaling season ? Japan 
countered with multi-million dollar military grade surveillance making it impossible 
for Sea Shepherd to close in on their operations?On the positive side, Japan has been 
forced to expend a great deal of money on security each year to maintain this edge. Sea 
Shepherd?s relentless opposition to Japanese whaling in the Southern Ocean since 2002 
has been a major factor in undermining Japanese whaling activities. (Watson 2018). 
The whaling controversy is still in the making. However, there is one observation to be made: 
Since Sea Shepherd?s ramming of Sierra in the early 1980s, Watson?s stance that protesting is 
futile and that activists should forcefully stop whaling operations has moved from margins to the 
mainstream. Whale Wars, and the online rhetoric that spawns around it, at times more violent than 
Sea Shepherd?s actions, are expressions of this move. 
Discussing this move under the green wars lens has multiple advantages. It contextualizes the 
increasing acceptance of Watson?s message within a global conversation on conservation where 
?green violence? as ?the deployment of violent instruments and tactics toward the protection of 
nature? (Büscher & Ramutsindela 2015, p.2) appear more acceptable socially and politically. It 
invites potentially fruitful comparisons with other cases. In Lunstrum?s case, rhinos are invited to 
?an expanded human community? (2017, p.141). This provides ?a moral justification for a ?just 
war? and ?the violence advocated in the Facebook posts takes this in a different direction by 
dehumanizing poachers? (ibid). Parallels can be drawn with anti-whaling discourses online where 
whales are humanized and whalers are dehumanized. Lunstrum?s (2014, p.817) observations on the 
intensifying ?arms race between poachers and anti-poaching forces? in South Africa also hold true 
for the conflict between Sea Shepherd and Japan. However, the distribution of political power and 
economic capabilities among pro-whaling and anti-whaling actors is vastly different. Lunstrum?s 
(ibid) point on spatial characteristics playing an important role in shaping conservation outcomes is 
quite on point given how Southern Antarctic Ocean as the backdrop of the whaling conflict highly 
impacts the ways in which the arms race and -given that is international waters- legal and political 
dynamics unfold. In addition to place contingency, the global mobility of whales adds interesting 
dimensions for comparison with the rhino case. These are all points future exploration of this case 
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under the green wars lens can explore. 
The green wars perspective invites attention to the rising prominence of violent rhetoric 
advocating the most extreme punishments for poachers within the nation-state conservation 
regimes. Fletcher?s (2018) contribution is to remind that a similar rhetoric has long been in use 
among activists and that the conversation on the appropriateness of green violence needs to be 
seen as a whole whether it is conducted by state or non-state actors. Who jumps on the green 
war bandwagon is consequential. Radical civil society groups, who believe that the mainstream 
environmental movements have largely been ineffective, have long been discussing the use of 
violence in defence of nature. Here, Fletcher (2018) argues that, one needs to remember that these 
activists eschew interpersonal violence and speak of damaging inanimate objects only. The intention 
is not to equate their actions with states? exercise of green violence. The point is that their discourse 
and radical tactics advocating for more direct and assertive defense of biodiversity inadvertently 
participate in making states? green violence more acceptable. Their discourse also complicates 
the way Foucault?s biopower concept has been invoked in the literature, as ?non-state actors can 
also invoke the right ?to make live? as the basis of their own actions? (ibid). There is ?growing 
contestation within the rise of green wars concerning who can legitimately exercise biopower? (ibid). 
Under intensification of pressures as discussed above, civil society actors more often than ever 
?justify their advocacy and (limited) exercise of green violence in quintessential biopolitical terms? 
(Fletcher 2018, p.154). This perspective can help us grasp the importance of Sea Shepherd?s actions. 
This organization ?carved out a new type of political space? (Epstein, 2008, p.142) deterritorializing 
high seas by challenging states? attempt to assert territorial control.
?By staging their confrontation upon the high seas –traditionally the whaler?s space– 
anti-whalers had displaced the locus of political struggle onto that smooth, asovereign 
space beyond the nation-state and its associated particularistic nationalisms?Activists 
designated the globe as the new space for political mobilization, for which the whale, 
whose migratory routes span the entire globe provided here again an adequate 
symbol ? (Epstein 2008, p.143).
Within this space of ecopolitics, Sea Shepherd has attempted to disrupt the Japanese whaling 
operations and regarded this as ?Sea Shepherd?s primary mandate? that ?is to assume a law 
enforcement role as provided by the United Nations World Charter for Nature?, acting ?on behalf of 
international conservation law? (Sea Shepherd 2018). In other words, they legitimized their actions 
based on ?the claim to nurture and sustain the life it is charged to defend? which Fletcher (2018, 
p.148) reads as an exercise of biopower. Rather than asking the whalers ?from [their] position of 
power, please stop killing the whales?, like Hunter did; Sea Shepherd declared war. The by-product 
of this stance is to accept that might is right, which to Watson has always been the case. His stance 
is in line with other radical environmentalists who believe that ?abusers change only when they 
have to, the most important element in creating a context for change ?is to place them in situations 
where they have no other choice? ( Jensen 2006 quoted in Fletcher 2018, p.151).
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Whale Wars has been essential in making Sea Shepherd?s presence in this new space of eco-
politics possible. This is where the juxtaposition made in the beginning of this article becomes 
important. Both Hunter and Watson used direct action tactics, however for Hunter the media 
coverage of the confrontation with the whalers was more important than the confrontation itself.
He believed in the potency of ?mindbombs? delivered through electronic media in changing the 
public perception. A ?storming of the mind? was necessary because he believed that for ecology 
and peace movement to create a new understanding of the world, each and every individual had 
to be saved from ?repressive desublimation?, a concept that Hunter read in Herbert Marcuse?s 
One-Dimensional Man, which was ?what he witnessed all around him, citizens distracted from 
social problems by entertainment and political posturing? (Weyler 2004, p.39). His activism was 
an invitation to realize that ?the ?real anarchists? were the military nation-states that ran willy-nilly 
about the planet with a ?me first? attitude, ignoring the laws of nature, blowing up Pacific atolls, and 
devastating environments? (ibid, p.50). There was need for order, one that recognizes the laws of 
nature, one that would be possible to work towards after a revolution of the mind. The invitation 
was open to the whalers, too. The war rhetoric of the Cold War era was one of the main distractions 
from ecology, which as Hunter understood it, was not just another science, it was ?the chief agent 
in the breakdown of organized anarchy? (Zelko 2013, p.46). ?Since the beginning of the 1970s, Bob 
Hunter?s overriding ambition had been to lead an international revolutionary ecology movement? 
(ibid, p.229). 
For Watson the media coverage is important because it makes Sea Shepherd?s green war 
possible. Before 2008, he had difficulties finding enough volunteers to staff his missions against 
the Japanese whaling fleet. After Whale Wars, he is receiving thousands of applications each year, 
from fans who want to be part of the experience. His recipe to save the environment is different than 
Hunter?s: ?I frankly don?t care about what people think. Whales are my clients, not people.? (Whale 
Wars Season 3 Episode 1). 
?We?re not going to retreat. That?s always been our policy over the years?It?s a war 
that you start you have to finish?We are not here to take pictures. We are here to 
shut you down? (Whale Wars Season 2 Episode 10).
Whale Wars inherits the slogan ?if oceans die, we die?, but abandons Hunter?s mission to create 
a new eco-political consciousness to make a green peace. To be profitable, Whale Wars appeals to 
the presumed interests of American viewers, hence ?it?s not about whales; it?s about 42 crazy die-
hards with a mission?. News become spoilers for the entertainment experience, creating what 
Hunter referred to as distraction from social problems. Most recently, with the diffusion of the 
Whale Wars tactic to the ?battleground? of Rhino Wars, the green war rhetoric aligns Sea Shepherd 
with other actors whom Hunter saw as perpetuators of organized anarchy. Fletcher (2018) 
captures this dilemma with his juxtaposition of the tactical discussions among radical activists 
with the most recent debates on green violence. The concurrent use of violent rhetoric in green 
militarization by the states and the radical civil society activists create a contradiction: Radical 
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environmentalists proclaim to challenge ?not only a state-based geopolitical order but often also 
the capitalist economic system that was itself considered a major cause of the ecological violence? 
(ibid, p.155). State forces, on the other hand, deploy green militarization as yet another mode of 
capital accumulation and ?intend to support the status quo of the capitalist order itself? (ibid). The 
consequence is the potential undermining of ?the radical edge of a critique of the political economic 
structures? that radical environmentalists put forward (Fletcher 2018, p.155). 
6?Conclusion 
By juxtaposing two moments in the history of anti-whaling activism, this article compared early 
Greenpeace members? diplomatic message to their opponents and Whale Wars? violent rhetoric. 
The contrast and the growing popularity of Whale Wars is contextualized within the growing 
body of literature on green wars. Green violence appears socially and politically acceptable to an 
increasing number of actors. Accompanying this, we can observe the emergence of a new cluster 
of discursive practices, where war is made explicit and green violence is legitimized in biopolitical 
terms, as defence of life (Fletcher 2018). Based on a digital ethnography, I showed in this article 
how the issue of biodiversity loss, when wrapped in the dramatic language of war, is made banal as 
entertainment. For those who are suspicious of the potency of words, and ?mindbombs?, for those 
who think ?that ?hard? power is the only realistic answer to wildlife protection? (Humphreys & Smith 
2011, p.140), this may not be a problem, as long as it brings financial support to organizations like 
Sea Shepherd. However, for those who view war and life as antithetical (Lunstrum 2014, p.818), for 
those who see the conversation on green violence in its entirety and are wary of its consequences 
regarding whom we grant ?license to kill?, and for those who are concerned with ?our prospects 
for cultivating the types of nonviolent, grassroots, and post- capitalist processes that are ultimately 
needed to address? (Fletcher 2018, p.155) environmental problems, the eclipse of the green peace 
agenda with green war as spectacle is worrisome. 
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